1. Inspection services  
2. NDE services  
3. Outage support services  
4. Project management services  
5. System design services  
6. Outage and maintenance planning services  
7. Rigging system services  
8. Tuning and testing services

ME&I offers a full line of specialty engineering services. At the core of ME&I's success is a tremendous group of Field Service Engineers that become mainstays in the facilities they deliver on.

Our Field Service Engineer (FSE) teams work hand-in-hand with management, engineering, maintenance and operations teams at the facility to provide inspection of equipment, plan maintenance and outages and execute work during these critical periods of time. These FSEs help to ensure continuity covering any routine or unplanned turnover of plant personnel, and establish points of trust when quick solutions are required to complex problems. Our FSEs provide field reports and punch lists for all work that is performed under their supervision, to ensure continuity and tracking of projects, and prevent any loss of information.

Along with “front line” engineering services, ME&I also provides more traditional engineering services to design plant systems that will integrate seamlessly with current equipment and existing systems. Anything from structural steel, pipeline systems, mechanical conveying systems, pneumatic systems, hydraulic systems and other facility needs can be integrated into a design plan and implemented by our field erection teams.

ME&I also delivers tuning and testing services. Whether it be combustion tuning to get a unit compliant, increase efficiency, or the changing of fuel, ME&I can assure unit integrity. We also offer an extensive range of testing services on pipeline systems, pneumatic systems, and flue gas systems.

Safety is engrained in our culture, and is integral to every aspect of our business. We drive an incident-free workplace, engaging with our workforce to ensure they feel competent at identifying accident hazards, while also feeling empowered to speak up if they identify an unsafe act. While we protect our people, we are also acutely aware of our responsibility to protect our communities and the environment in which we work. ME&I is a target zero company. Our employees and contractors must sign our Commitment to Safety documents before performing any work for the company. Using industrial safety standards such as Safety Conscious Work Environment (SCWE), Behavior Differentiation (BD), and Human Performance (HuP), we hold our employees and contractors to some of the strongest safety programs in the industry. Our goal is to ensure that we pick up on any leading indicators and take corrective and preventative action.